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We hope this edition of the
Unruh Update finds you well.
While we all may have been

spending more time at home lately,
after a road trip or a long day of work,
it still feels really good to return to
that home-sweet-home feeling.

In order to protect that feeling, it’s
important to have the right insurance
coverage in place in case something
goes wrong. In fact, according to
Marshall & Swift/Boeckh, a leading
provider of building cost data, about
sixty percent of homes are
undervalued - and potentially
underinsured - by 17%.

While Erie insurance has plenty to
offer when it comes to their base
homeowners policy,their ErieSecure
Home Select bundle provides
additional customizable coverages.

Some notable coverages in the Home
Select bundle include:

• Siding and roofing restoration
• Theft, misplacing, losing jewelry
• Theft of media from a motor

vehicle
• Trailers and campers
• Underground service line
• Sewer or drain backup
• Equipment breakdown (when

dealing with a weather pattern
called a “ring of fire,” extra
coverage for your AC might be
nice)

The Erie Home Select bundle also
offers competitive pricing, available
discounts, and increased limits for the
things you value the most. If you are
interested in what this bundle could do
for you, we can help you add some
special touches to your policy.

More above on the subject of homes....

The newest
addition to the
Unruh Insurance
Team is our
Marketing
Specialist, Josh
Hoffert. Josh
holds a degree in
Sports Marketing
& Media, and
comes to us with
a wide variety of

experiences both outside of and in the
marketing field, including an
internship at Spooky Nook Sports and
as Marketing Manager at John Paul II

Center for Special Learning. Josh and
his wife Sara will celebrate their 6th

anniversary at the end of August, and
they are proud parents to a Puggle
named Lucy and a rescue Dachshund/
Kelpie named Kona. So Josh fits right
in with our animal-loving staff. When
he’s not making us look really good,
Josh enjoys reading, watching horror
movies, hanging out with his family,
and gaming. He & Sara recently
enjoyed an unforgettable trip to
Ireland, and though they’ve never
been to England, Josh considers the
London Fog to be one of the best
drinks ever created! Welcome, Josh!

Have you heard the news? We’ve
found a new home! Don’t worry,
we will still have two locations;

Our current location in East Earl and a
new Denver location, which will be
moving from the Muddy Creek
Shopping Center to the old Fulton
Bank building in downtown Denver.

Heck Construction is currently heading
up the renovation of the Fulton Bank
building in preparation for an October
move. The new location will not only
give us some room to grow but will
help to establish a positive presence in
the downtown Denver community.

Moving the agency into the Fulton
Bank building will, in a way, bring the
company full circle: Before Robert D.
Unruh founded Unruh Insurance
Agency in 1977, he spent several years
of his childhood living in Denver just
one block away from the building that
will become the new home of the
Denver branch of the agency.

We’re also excited about the prospect
of joining the various businesses and
organizations in the downtown Denver
area. Speaking to Rod Redcay, Borough
of Denver Mayor, he explained:

“This adds another anchor business
in Denver, making our Borough a
better place to live and thrive. I
couldn’t be more proud to have
Unruh Insurance as our neighbor!”

One last note about the move: the vault
is intact and will be used as a coffee-
stop for customers and the drive-
through will remain functional!
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““I prefer to use local businesses
when possible and I found

Unruh Insurance, specifically
Mr. Hoshour, to be very helpful
and knowledgeable. I was very

pleased with the pricing,
prompt service, and efficiency.”

-Eileen

D rive-throughs are in high
demand these days. Whether it’s
the bank, grabbing a bite to eat,

or getting your coffee fix, drive-
throughs add extra convenience and
safety to simple transactions.

Perhaps a little-known fact about
Unruh Insurance Agency is that we
have our own drive-through available
at our East Earl (Shady Maple Complex)
location. When pulling into the parking
lot, drive around the right side of the
building, pull up to the second window,
and ring the bell.

A drive-through at an insurance agency?
What is it used for?

Great questions! We always try to make
things as easy as possible for our
clients. Our drive-through is good for
making payments, picking up and
signing documents, and other simple
transactions. It’s easy and safe!

Our current Denver location doesn’t
feature a drive-through, but we have
big news about a new Denver location
that will. More info inside.
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We are currently in-office with the
ability to work from home if
necessary. Keep an eye on our
website for any updates.
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